Our Model
At Eyonic Systems we are dedicated
to

simplifying

technology.

Our

Eyonic Systems Inc.

services are a great value because
they are flexible and provide ondemand scalability.

Managed IT &
Cloud Services

We offer responsive technology
services for people and businesses
saving them time and money. We
build our technology services to help
people with any level of experience
save time.

A list of our services include:
Our Carbon Footprint
To lower the environmental impact
while still providing stable cloud
services, a solar photovoltaic solution
was implemented in September 2012
to offset energy utilization.
The amount of power supplied by
solar is:



Business Infrastructure
 Drive Destruction
 Cloud Backup
 Vulnerability Assessments

Drive Destruction for
Hard Drives (HDDs),
Solid State Drives (SSDs),
& Flash Drives
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Keeping an eye on IT essentials.®

Why Drive Destruction is Important
Data stored on drives is still at risk even when
the drive is no longer in use.
Deleting files or formatting a drive does not
guarantee the data cannot be recovered later.

Drive Destruction
Destroying old hard drives (HDDs)
and solid state drives (SSDs) is an
important step towards keeping
private information from ending up
in the wrong hands.

Who needs to worry about
destroying drives?





Anyone using online banking
Businesses & Non-Profits
People who send, receive, or
store sensitive data
Government & Medical
Offices

Our service complies with the
following standards:




HIPAA
NSA
HITECH

Professionally destroying these drives to NSA,
HIPAA, and HITECH standards is the only way
to be sure the data that once lived on these
drives can never be recovered.

Other Important Info


Drives are stored securely until crushed



All drives are destroyed in-house



In most cases drives are crushed within 1
week

Number of Hard
Drives, Solid State
Drives, or Flash
Drives

Cost

01

$22

For Hard Drives (HDD):

02 - 05

$44



The process consists of degaussing the
drives to remove their magnetic charge
which is how they hold data, and

06 - 10

$69

11 - 20

$89

Physically crushing the drives breaking
the platters inside

21 - 35

$159

36 - 50

$239

The Destruction Process



For Solid State Drives (SSD) & Flash
Drives:


The process consists of punching holes
through them to break the chips inside

To Get Started:
 Prepay for the number of drives to crush at
http://mkt.com/eyonic.
 Ship the drives to us with your receipt
number
 After drives are crushed we will email you a
certificate of disk destruction

Request Pricing
For Bulk Quantities

Pricing is based on the number of drives
submitted at a single time.
For more information, visit our website
at https://eyonic.com/1/?4N.

